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Figure 1: We propose a fully automatic system that takes as input a single RGB image of a mechanism assembly and outputs its 3D

instantiation. The resulting mechanism model is guaranteed to function in a physically valid way, and it well matches the input image.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first automatic mechanism modeling system that uses a single input image.

Abstract

This paper presents a novel system that enables a fully automatic modeling of both 3D geometry and functionality of a

mechanism assembly from a single RGB image. The resulting 3D mechanism model highly resembles the one in the input image

with the geometry, mechanical attributes, connectivity, and functionality of all the mechanical parts prescribed in a physically

valid way. This challenging task is realized by combining various deep convolutional neural networks to provide high-quality

and automatic part detection, segmentation, camera pose estimation and mechanical attributes retrieval for each individual

part component. On the top of this, we use a local/global optimization algorithm to establish geometric interdependencies

among all the parts while retaining their desired spatial arrangement. We use an interaction graph to abstract the inter-part

connection in the resulting mechanism system. If an isolated component is identified in the graph, our system enumerates all the

possible solutions to restore the graph connectivity, and outputs the one with the smallest residual error. We have extensively

tested our system with a wide range of classic mechanism photos, and experimental results show that the proposed system is

able to build high-quality 3D mechanism models without user guidance.

CCS Concepts

•Computing methodologies → Image processing; Shape modeling; Neural networks;

1. Introduction

Modeling a 3D mechanism assembly consisting of various CAD
parts is a labor intensive duty. It is normally dealt with professional
packages designed for expert users like Autodesk Inventor

† Corresponding author

or SolidWorks. This problem becomes even more challenging
if one wishes to create a model that matches a specific real-world
target. Many iterations will be needed to edit-and-test different ge-
ometry variations and inter-part connectivity while maintaining the
similarity between the model and the target. Driven by this fact,
considerable research efforts have been devoted to provide a more
intelligent interface to assist regular users to create 3D mechanis-
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m models by embedding advanced 3D modeling and geometric
analysis algorithms into the modeling pipeline. For instance, Xu
et al. [XLX∗16] designed a system that takes multiple (typically
a few dozen) images of a target mechanism assembly, which are
roughly fused and annotated interactively by the user with a stroke-
based interface to extract mechanical parts. Lin et al. [LSZ∗18] pro-
posed a mechanism modeling system based on raw depth scans of
the target mechanism assembly. While this system does not require
as frequent user interference as [LSZ∗18], obtaining a 3D mech-
anism reconstruction needs extra hardware supports and extended
pre-processing efforts.

The goal of our paper is to make the acquisition of 3D mechanis-
m as simple as taking a photograph: the user only needs to provide
a single color photograph of the target mechanism, and our sys-
tem automatically returns a 3D mechanism model that well match-
es the input image. More importantly, the geometry, mechanical
attributes, connectivity and functionality of each visible mechani-
cal part are also prescribed by our system in a physically feasible
way. Based on the recovered part geometry and interdependency,
we can illustrate how mechanical assemblies work as in [MYY∗10]
or augment the input image with animated part motions to inspire
and educate wider audience.

Obviously, an automatic construction of both geometry and func-
tionality of a mechanism assembly using just a single image is a
challenging problem. This is because the camera projection degen-
erates the original 3D geometry, and without 3D information there
exist too many ambiguities to precisely interpret the flattened ge-
ometry and kinematic connections between mechanical parts. Our
solution to this technical challenge is to leverage the deep learning
technique to infer the necessary information out of the input im-
age. Specifically, we use various powerful deep convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) to enable automatic detection, segmentation,
camera pose estimation and mechanical attributes retrieval for visi-
ble mechanical parts from the input. Based on this CNN-facilitated
information mining, we recover the interdependency among all the
mechanical parts via local and global optimizations so that the re-
sulting mechanism assembly is physically valid, and it resembles
the input image as much as possible. It is known that the effective-
ness of CNNs highly depends on the quality of the training data.
We leverage the fact that a mechanism photo only contains stan-
dard CAD objects, and generate dedicated CNN training sets to
optimize various networks used. Our system is also robust, even in
the situation of part occlusion. This is achieved by “guessing” the
missing parts based on the existing knowledge of the mechanism
assembly. Our system enumerates all the possible solutions to the
occlusion and outputs the one with the smallest residual error in
the global optimization stage. We tested our algorithm on a variety
of mechanism photos, which are classic mechanical tools like the
gear train, the worm gear drive arrangement, the cam mechanism
and so on. The reconstructed functional model can be used for fur-
ther motion illustration or 3D animation. In particular, the technical
contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first fully automatic sys-
tem that takes only a single RGB image as input to recover both
3D geometry and functionality of a complicated mechanism as-
sembly.

• Our system utilizes various CNN architectures to enable au-
tomatic and high-quality part detection, segmentation, camera
pose estimation and mechanical attributes retrieval. We gener-
ate dedicated CNN training data sets to fully optimize each em-
ployed network.

• We formulate the part interdependency as an optimization prob-
lem, which consists a local pose adjustment for each individual
part and a global adjustment after the part interdependency is
inferred by its interaction graph.

• We enhance the system robustness by a novel occlusion amend-
ment algorithm. The occlusion is detected when the kinematic
chain is not able to propagate over all the parts. After that, our
system enumerates all the possible solutions to restore the graph
connectivity, and outputs the one with the smallest residual error.

2. Related Work

Mechanism modeling and interactive design The problem of
mechanism modeling is not merely about recovering the 3D geom-
etry of a given mechanism target. It is equally important to obtain
its inter-part motion pattern and the system-wise functionality. As a
seminal work on this problem, Mitra et al. [MYY∗10] inferred part-
s’ motion by analyzing interactions among individual parts based
on the geometry of input mechanical assemblies. Creating a physi-
cally functional mechanism model that matches a real-world target
is a tedious and labor intensive task. To expedite this procedure, Xu
et al. [XLX∗16] proposed an interactive approach to recover parts’
shapes and their internal motion structures of the target mechanis-
m from multi-view images. Ureta et al. [UTZ16] created physical-
ly realizable joints from initial mechanical parts and adapted the
part geometry to the desired motion ranges when necessary. Lin
et al. [LSZ∗18] recovered the function of mechanical assemblies
from raw depth scans by extracting parametric parts as well as their
mechanical restrictions. These methods either require frequent user
interactions or a time-consuming scanning process, while our ap-
proach is fully automatic and only needs a single image as input.
The most relevant work is [HL15], which produces a functional 3D
model from a 2D mechanism design. However, the 2D design is re-
stricted to the planar mechanism, and all the mechanical parts must
be given, whereas our method is able to process the image captured
from an arbitrary viewpoint and extract the parts from the image
automatically.

Different from mechanism modeling which aims to reconstruc-
t geometry/motion of an existing mechanism, the goal of interac-
tive design is to computationally design the geometry/motion ac-
cording to the user’s desires. Our work is also related to such in-
teraction techniques that aid the non-experts with the mechanism
design [ZXS∗12, CLM∗13, CTN∗13, KLY∗14, TCG∗14, MZB∗17,
SWT∗17, ZAC∗17]. These contributions focus on facilitating de-
signs of personalized mechanical artifacts from scratch under pro-
gressive user guidance. Our goal is different: the constructed 3D
model should not only have correct motion, but also well match the
input image.

Single-image based 3D modeling Recovering 3D geometry from
a single image is extensively studied in computer vision and
computer graphics communities. Since the problem is inherent-
ly ill-posed, many works tried to solve the problem by impos-
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Figure 2: An overview of the proposed single-image mechanism modeling system.

ing constraints such as geometric priors [WSB05] and shape sym-
metry [JTC09]. It is also possible to utilize 3D models from
a pre-built database [XZZ∗11, HWK15] or 3D geometry prox-
ies [ZCC∗12, CZS∗13, SD15] to approximate the object in the im-
age. In our paper, the nature of mechanism systems allows us to
narrow the focus on standard CAD models so that a representa-
tive part database can be built. We fine-tune the poses and shapes
of mechanical parts to maximize the input-output similarity while
retaining a physically correct inter-part motion pattern.

Recently, some research also leverages deep learning tech-
niques [DMBR16] on large data sets. For example, the 3D-R2N2
technique attempted to recover 3D voxels from a single or multiple
photographs [CXG∗16]. Fan et al. [FSG17] recovered a dense set
of 3D point clouds using the generation network. However, these
methods cannot be directly applied to the 3D mechanism modeling
as it is still not clear to us how to retrieve the motion information
out of static voxels or point clouds.

CNN-based image understanding Deep neural networks have
demonstrated significant success in image-based object detection
and semantic segmentation tasks [LAE∗16, HGDG17, LGG∗17].
For example, Long et al. [LSD15] built fully convolutional net-
works (FCNs) without any fully connected layers that take input of
arbitrary size and produce correspondingly-sized image output with
efficient inference and learning. The Faster R-CNN [RHGS15]
enabled real-time object detection with region proposal networks
(RPN) integrated with the classifier net. Mask R-CNN [HGDG17]
extended the Faster R-CNN by adding a branch of predicting ob-
ject masks on top of bounding box extraction. Observing RPN-
s can only capture the rough shape of the object, its extension-
s like [BST16, LMSR17, PLCD16] aim to improve the segmen-
tation boundary. Other semantic segmentation methods includ-
ing [DHS16, DHL∗16] used multi-task cascaded networks to iden-
tify instances with position-sensitive score maps. FCIS used inside
and outside maps to preserve the spatial extent of the original im-
age [LQD∗17]. Our framework utilizes a powerful baseline system,
which solves the objection detection and semantic segmentation
problem with the Faster R-CNN [RHGS15] and FCNs [LSD15] re-
spectively. These methods are not only conceptually intuitive, but
also tends to be flexible, robust as well as fast in both training and
inference [ISS17].

There also exists some other CNN-based work which esti-
mates the camera viewpoint of the input image like Render-for-
CNN [SQLG15]. We extend this work by not only estimating cam-

era viewpoint, but also estimating some key mechanical and geom-
etry attributes, like the tooth number of a gear part, which faciliates
the subsequent part parametrization and instantiation.

3. System Overview

Fig. 2 sketches an overview of the proposed mechanism modeling
system. The input of our system is a single RGB image of a giv-
en mechanism assembly (i.e. Fig. 2 (a)), and the output is a 3D
model, of which the kinematics and geometry of each mechanical
part are prescribed so that the reconstructed mechanism function-
s in a physically feasible way. It is assumed that the input image
reveals the vision of most mechanical parts, nevertheless our sys-
tem is also able to deal with occlusions if few mechanical connec-
tors are missed/occluded in the original input. The input image is
passed forward to a Faster R-CNN network [RHGS15], which re-
turns types and bounding regions of all the visible mechanical parts
(Fig. 2 (b)). We segment each type of mechanical part using a sep-
arate FCNs network [LSD15], and the result is further refined with
the conditional random fields (CRF) method [KK11] (Fig. 2 (c)).
In the next step, our system retrieves 3D part shape from a pre-
built part database for each 2D part segment. To this end, we adopt
a method similar to Render-for-CNN [SQLG15] that leverages a
large volume of synthetic images by rendering the part database as
the network training set. We replace the standard AlexNet used in
the original Render-for-CNN with the ResNet [HZRS16], which is
able to better utilize the network’s depth and significantly improve
prediction accuracy. At this stage, our system does not only retrieve
the best matching 3D shape of each mechanical part, but also esti-
mates camera poses and key mechanical attributes of the part such
as its tooth number (Fig. 2 (d) & (e)). Parts interconnect with each
other according to their types and spatial connectivity between ad-
jacent neighbors, which is abstracted with an interaction graph. A
global optimization procedure is followed to fine-tune the poses of
all the parts so that the spatial constraints between adjacent parts
are well satisfied, and the kinematic chain can be propagated in a
physically-feasible manner. When there exist several possible as-
semblies with different interaction graphs, the assembly with the
lowest optimization residual is chosen as the final output. Next, we
elaborate each major step of our system in the following sections.

4. Mechanical Parts Detection & Segmentation

The first task, after an input picture of a certain mechanism is pro-
vided, is to determine what mechanical parts are visible in the pic-

c© 2018 The Author(s)
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Figure 3: In the detection stage, we focus on standard mechani-

cal parts including spur gear, helical gear, bevel gear, worm gear,

worm, rack, cam, slider and driver.

ture, and what types of these parts are. Most existing works rely
on users’ guidance, e.g. using the stroke-based interface [XLX∗16]
to extract relevant information. Clearly, such processing is tedious
and error-prone – a mistaken initial labeling fails all the following
processing and leads to a completely faulty result. One of the major
advantages of our system is to leverage the deep learning methods
to make the processing pipeline fully automatic.

Mechanical part detection Unlike regular object detection tasks,
where hundreds of different types of objects need to be recognized
(e.g. in ILSVRC [RASC14]), for the problem of mechanism model-
ing we only focus on standard mechanical parts, namely spur gear,
helical gear, bevel gear, worm gear, worm, rack, cam, slider and
driver (shown in Fig. 3). The availability of mechanism pictures is
quite limited, and we only managed to collect 1,058 images from
the Internet (via Google image search). In addition, we gen-
erate 3,296 synthesized images. Each of the real-world or synthe-
sized images is also mirrored along the vertical middle line, yield-
ing 8,708 training images in total. The test set for detection consists
of 336 images, and all of them are real-world pictures. Few exam-
ples of real pictures and synthesized ones are given in Fig. 4.

Real-world pictures Synthesized pictures

Figure 4: In addition to real-world

pictures collected from Internet, we

also synthesize many mechanism im-

ages to make sure there are sufficient

training data.

Before detecting a me-
chanical part and identify-
ing its category, a neces-
sary step is to hypothesize
its position in the input im-
age, or the region propos-

al. We follow the method of
Faster R-CNN, which uses
the RPN to efficiently pre-
dict rectangular regions that
potentially hold a mechani-
cal part [RHGS15]. A slid-
ing window is used over the
features obtained from con-
volutional layers of the net-
work. At each sliding win-
dow location, multiple re-
gion proposals are evaluated by combining different scales and as-
pect ratios of proposed rectangular region. We adopt the default
setting of Faster R-CNN, which uses 3 scales and 3 aspect ratios,
leading to 9 different anchors. With region proposals generated by
the RPN, a Fast R-CNN [Gir15] which follows a VGG-16 struc-
ture [SZ14] is used to test if a mechanical part is indeed in the pro-
posed region and if yes, what type it belongs to. The average preci-
sion (AP) of detecting each mechanical part is reported in Tab. 1.

Figure 5: We use the paint

selection method to extract

a mechanical part to build

the training data for the

FCNs.

Mechanical part segmentation As
shown in Fig. 2 (b), the Fast R-CNN
used in our detection stage outputs the
type label and bounding box of each
detected mechanical part, and we need
to extract the part out of its bounding
box in order to estimate the part’s ge-
ometry and mechanical attributes. The
segmentation task is handled by FC-
Ns [LSD15], which also follow the
VGG-16 network structure. In the seg-
mentation phase, each type of mechanical part is trained using FC-
Ns independently. We generate the training data by manually crop-
ping parts from training pictures. Each cropped part is scaled to
a 224 × 224 square image, and we create a mask extracting the
part from the cropped image using the (supervised) paint selection
method [LSS09]. The sizes of training and test data sets for each
part type are listed in Tab. 1. We set the learning rate as 0.0001 for
the FCNs training. The segmentation result from FCNs is further
refined using a CRF-based optimization to improve the pixel label-
ing nearby the boundary of the mechanical part. As shown in Fig. 6,
boundary geometry features of the part segmentation are better re-
vealed after the CRF refinement, which improves the accuracy of
inferred part geometry and mechanical attributes.

Input After FCNs After CRF

Figure 6: The part mask obtained from the FCNs is refined based

on CRF. After the refinement, subtle geometry features at the seg-

mentation boundary are more clearly revealed.

5. Part Parametrization and Instantiation

With all the visible mechanical parts in the input image extract-
ed, we need to perform the parametrization and instantiation. The
parametrization procedure infers a part’s key mechanical attributes
including the number of tooth (for gears, racks and worms) and the
helix angle (for helical gears). Afterwards, the instantiation pro-
cedure retrieves its 3D geometry. This is a challenging problem
because our system only takes a single input image. Conventional
computer vision and graphics methods are not able to restore the
depth information just from a single RGB image. We again, exploit
the deep learning to tackle this technical obstacle.

During the parametrization, we also estimate camera pose, which
is represented by the azimuth, elevation and tilt angles. They are
discretized into 360, 180 and 360 intervals respectively. Each in-
terval corresponds to a 1◦ span. Tooth numbers are discretized into
50 bins from 6 to 55 for spur gears, 26 bins from 15 to 40 for he-
lical gears, and 36 bins from 15 to 50 for worm gears. Each bin
contains only one tooth number. The helix angle is discretized into
9 bins from 15◦ to 60◦, where a bin spans 5◦. In other words, we

c© 2018 The Author(s)
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Part category Spur gear Helical gear Bevel gear Worm gear Worm Rack Cam Slider Driver
Detect AP 93.79% 98.66% 90.45% 96.89% 96.53% 86.98% 98.02% 90.33% 89.46%
Seg. data size 3,561 1,298 1,440 1489 1,582 1,385 991 615 572

# 3D models 564 670 558 412 324 570 45 10 31
# Images 138K 282K 119K 100K 60K 150K 177K 30K 93K

Azimuth (±5◦) 97.7% 98.9% 98.6% 97.8% 100% 99.4% 99.8% 98.7% 96.3%
Elevation (±5◦) 93.5% 96.6% 95.9% 93.8% 99.8% 99.3% 99.4% 95.6% 92.2%
Tilt (±5◦) 95.6% 98.7% 97.0% 95.9% 100% 99.3% 95.3% 92.3% 87.7%
# Tooth 84.8% 97.9% 85.3% 85.7% 99.7% 99.2% – – –
Helix angle – 98.7% – – – – – – –

Table 1: Training statistics for each mechanical part category. Detect AP is the detection average precision of each part at the detection

stage. Seg. data size is the training and test data size used in the segmentation training. For each part type, 80% of the data are for network

training and the remaining 20% are used for testing. # 3D models is the number of 3D part models in the database. # Images is the total

number of synthesized images for camera viewpoint estimation. Azimuth, Elevation and Tilt are the prediction accuracy of these three

camera viewpoint angles. We set accuracy tolerance as ±5◦ meaning a prediction is considered accurate as long as the error is within 5◦. #

Tooth and Helix angle are the prediction accuracy of tooth number and helix angle with zero error tolerance.

shape the part parametrization as a classification problem instead
of a nonlinear regression, which allows us to better utilize existing
CNN architectures.

� �
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Figure 7: In order to have sufficient training data for the ResNet,

we generate over 1.1 millions synthetic 2D images by rendering 3D

part models of different parameters with various textures, lighting

and camera poses.

Training data generation A 3D database consisting of various
mechanical part models is built. On the top of it, we generate a
large volume of synthetic training images (over 1.1 million) by ren-
dering models in the database with known camera poses and parts’
specifications to make sure that there are sufficient training data to
optimize the network. All the part models in the database are within
a unit bounding cube, and their geometry centers are placed at the
origin of the world coordinate system. For models exhibiting cer-
tain geometric symmetry, we pose them in the way such that their
primary symmetric axes are aligned with the z axis of the world
coordinate system. For instance, if the model is a gear, its gear axis
is in z direction, and if the model is a worm, the neural axis of its
shaft is in z direction etc. As to be discussed later, doing so allows
us to tweak local/global scaling of a part without destroying its me-
chanical functionality. The virtual camera for rendering is placed
on a sphere surface with radius of 2.0. The camera always faces to
the origin. The azimuth, elevation and tilt angles are evenly divided
into 72, 36 and 72 sample intervals. Each interval spans 5◦. The

camera viewpoint is determined by picking a random angle out of
each sample interval.

As each mechanical part has already been extracted from the in-
put image, we do not render the background. The texture of the part
however, is selected out of a texture palette (consisting of 23 com-
mon textures of CAD models) as shown in Fig. 7. The lightings are
sampled in the same way as in [SQLG15]. The total numbers of 3D
part models in the database and synthesized images are reported in
Tab. 1 (i.e. rows # 3D models and # Images). We use 80% of the
generated images for network training and the rest 20% for testing.
One may notice that we have fewer 3D models for cam, slider and
driver. This is because these mechanical parts have less geometric
variation than others.
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Figure 8: The network structure of ResNet-18 used in our system.

Network structure & performance In [SQLG15], a standard
AlexNet [KSH12] is used for camera viewpoint estimation. We
however, find that regular deep CNNs yield noticeable errors of
both the viewpoint angle and gear tooth number. The prediction ac-
curacy is barely above 80%. We conjecture this is because that the
additional tasks of predicting the tooth number and helix angle es-
calate the nonlinearity between the network’s input and output, and
make the network training more difficult. To overcome this prob-
lem, we choose to use the deep residual net (ResNet) [HZRS16].
ResNet equips shortcut connections to push the network to opti-
mize the residual error instead of the original loss (Fig. 8). Such
differential-like operation reduces the degree of the nonlinearity,
and the depth of the network can be fully utilized. As reported in
Tab. 1, ResNet (with 16 hidden layers) well estimates the camera
viewpoint, tooth number and helix angle. The test accuracy is often
above 95% for viewpoint angles. Here, we consider the network

c© 2018 The Author(s)
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yields an accurate viewpoint prediction if the difference between
the predicted angle and the ground truth is less than 5◦. The pre-
diction accuracy of the tooth number and helix angle are also im-
pressive. Note that the accuracy reported for tooth number and helix
angle prediction is the exact accuracy (with zero error tolerance).
The tooth number/helix angle error is always less than 5/5◦. That
is to say, even if the network does not give the exact tooth num-
ber or the helix angle, the predicted value is still very close to the
ground truth. We also tested the performance of the trained ResNet
on a few real images by comparing the predicted the tooth number
with the manually examined value (the helix angle in a real-world
picture is difficult to be accurately assessed even by a human user).
The prediction accuracy is also above 90% under the tolerance of
±5.

Part instantiation We retrieve 3D shapes for each detected and
segmented part. This is done by querying for the 3D model in the
database whose 2D projection (using the viewpoint estimated by
the ResNet) best matches the extracted part segment. For gears,
racks and worms with their tooth numbers predicted by the ResNet,
we require the instantiated 3D model has the same tooth number.
If the part is a helical gear, we also require that the predicted helix
angle is the same as on the instantiated one.

Camera viewpoint estimation As we place all the 3D models
at the origin of the world coordinate system, their projections are
all centered at the resulting synthetic renderings. However, this is
not the case for a part segment extracted from the input, which are
typically translated or skewed. Let Iseg be a wseg × hseg sub-image
containing a detected part segment, and w and h be the width and
height of the input image. The camera intrinsic parameter matrix
K, assuming the skew angle is 90◦, is:

K =




fx 0 cx

0 fy cy

0 0 1


 , (1)

where we set fx = fy = max{w,h}, and cx = w/2, cy = h/2. With
ResNet estimated viewpoint angles, we obtain an extrinsic camera

parameter matrix T ∈ R
3×4 as T =

[
R(α,β,γ), [0,0,2]⊤

]
for each

Iseg. Here R ∈ SO3 is the rotation matrix derived from azimuth
(α), elevation (β) and tilt (γ) angles. The translation vector is set
as [0,0,2]⊤ as this is the default (virtual) camera position for the
rendering. The camera projection π(K,T) that maps a world coor-
dinate to an image coordinate can then be derived. Here, we ignore
the coordinate homogenization for a succincter formulation.
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Figure 9: A typical

convergency curve for

the local optimization.

Local optimization Mechanical parts in
the input image have various positions and
orientations, which are different from the
default layout of the instantiated model.
Therefore, we need to find out a local
transformation to better align the synthe-
sized 2D projection and the extracted part
from the original input (Iseg). Specifically,
we create another image Ipro by projecting
the instantiated 3D model with π. Clearly,
Ipro will sit at the center of the resulting
image plane, and the contour of the part
differs from the one in Iseg. We first calculate an initial translation

to align the centers of Iseg and Ipro as: t0 = π−1
(
[xseg,yseg,2]⊤

)
.

Here, xseg and yseg are the image coordinate of Iseg’s center in the
input image. In addition, we also apply an initial uniform scaling S0
to roughly match the dimension of Iseg and Ipro so that their widths
(if wseg > hseg) or heights (if wseg ≤ hseg) are of the same size.

The local optimization stage seeks for a per-part transformation,
which consists of a scaling S(sx,sy,sz), a rotation O(ox,oy,oz) and
a translation t = [tx, ty, tz]

⊤ so that when applied to the instantiated
mechanical model, the part contour in Ipro resembles the one in Iseg

as much as possible. sx is set to be equal to sy. Recall that all the
CAD models in the database have their primary axes aligned with
the z axis, the constraint of sx = sy provides more shape variations
than a uniform scaling does without losing the part’s original me-
chanical functionality. For instance, this setting allows us to tweak
radius and thickness of a gear while maintaining its circular shape.
We first identify a set of correspondence vertices pairs in order to
formulate our target function. The correspondence vertices pairs of
a part form a set:

C = {< vi, ṽi >: ‖π(vi)− ṽi‖< τ} , (2)

where ṽi ∈ Z
2 represents a pixel at the contour of the segmented

part in Iseg. vi ∈ R
3 is a vertex on the instantiated 3D model. In

other words, C contains vertices on the 3D model which are close
to the part contour in Iseg (the distance threshold τ is set as 30 pix-
els) under the camera projection π. The target function of the local
optimization can then be formulated as:

E(S,O, t)=
1
|C| ∑

<vi,ṽi>∈C

‖π(vi)− ṽi‖
2+λcenter ‖c(Iseg)− c(Ipro)‖

2

+λarea

(
|A(Iseg)|− |A(Iseg ∩ Ipro)|

|A(Iseg)|

)2

. (3)

Here c(Iseg) and c(Ipro) are the image centers of Iseg and Ipro.
A(Iseg) and A(Ipro) are sets of pixels that are inside of the part’s
contour in Iseg and Ipro. |A(Iseg ∩ Ipro)| denotes the pixel count in
part’s overlapping area. Two weight coefficients λcenter and λarea

are both set as 0.5 in our implementation. We use the L-BFGS
method to optimize Eq. (3). After each iteration, the correspon-
dence set C is updated. t0 and S0 are used as the starting values of
t and S, and O is initially set as an identity matrix. Thanks to these
initial alignments, the optimization always reaches good minimum
in our experiments (Fig. 9), and we set the maximum number of
iterations as 20.

6. Functionality Reconstruction

A collection of 3D mechanical parts bears little insightful system-
level information of the target mechanism. In order to retrieve a
physically-valid mechanism model, we need to infer the functional
and geometrical interdependency among all the parts. At the first
sight, this task appears similar to existing mechanism modeling
systems [XLX∗16, LSZ∗18]. However, this problem is much more
challenging in our system. This is because our system takes as in-
put a single RGB image. The depth information of an instantiated
part is largely based on an assumed initial value (i.e. 2.0, which is
default camera depth for training data generation). Therefore, even
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though the ResNet is able to accurately predict the mechanical pa-
rameters and the camera viewpoint, the depth information of 3D
parts is much less accurate. As a result, when inferring the possible
connection between two adjacent parts, we make most use of the
information of the part’s orientation (i.e. its primary axis) and its
projection on the input image. Its position in 3D obtained from the
local optimization, on the other hand, turns out to be less helpful.

Interaction graph We encode interdependencies among all the
part components with an interaction graph. An interaction graph is
an undirected graph G, which consists of a vertex set V representing
all the mechanical parts and an edge set E that abstracts geometric
constraints among parts including meshing, parallel, coaxial and
orthogonal. Spatial relations of parallel and orthogonal between t-
wo parts Pa and Pb are identified by examining their primary axes
n(Pa) and n(Pb). Concretely, Pa and Pb are considered parallel or
Pa ‖ Pb if 〈n(Pa),n(Pb)〉 < ε. Pa and Pb are considered orthogonal
or Pa ⊥ Pb if 〈n(Pa),n(Pb)〉< π/2± ε. The threshold angle ε is set
to π/6. When Pa and Pb are in contact in the input image, and the
combination of their types and spatial relation follows one of the
cases listed in Tab. 2, we say that Pa and Pb are meshing each other
or Pa ∼ Pb, and an edge is created between them in G. Fig. 10 e-
laborates this step with the same the example of Fig. 2, wherein we
have six segmented parts in total from the input image. According
to their types and spatial relations, a worm gear–worm edge and
a bevel gear–bevel gear edge are created representing the meshing
relation between them.

It is unlikely that G becomes a fully-connected graph only by the
meshing relation. As shown in Fig. 10, there are two unconnect-
ed vertices in the interaction graph after all the meshing edges are
inserted. Those isolated vertices may be connected by the coaxial
relation. The coaxial relation does not require a hard engagement
between two parts in the input image, and it is a special case of par-
allel. Therefore, before checking if Pa is coaxial to Pb or Pa ≃ Pb,
we first ensure that Pa ‖ Pb. Ideally, Pa ≃ Pb implies that Pa, Pb are
of the same primary axis. However as discussed before, the center
positions of parts (denoted as c(Pa) and c(Pb)) resulted from the lo-
cal optimization are less accurate and should not be directly used.
Instead, we examine their projections on the image plane and de-
termine the coaxial relation by checking two projected distances:

da,b = ‖π(n(Pa)⊗n(Pa)(c(Pb)− c(Pa)))−π(c(Pb))‖
2 ,

db,a = ‖π(n(Pb)⊗n(Pb)(c(Pa)− c(Pb)))−π(c(Pa))‖
2 .

(4)

Here, c(Pb)− c(Pa) ∈ R
3 is the vector from Pa’s center to Pb’s.

This vector is further projected on Pa’s axis, and it should hit c(Pb)
if Pa and Pb are strictly coaxial to each other in 3D. However, as the
depth information of c(Pa) and c(Pb) is not trustable, we examine
this value after projecting original vectors on the image plane. We
consider Pa ≃ Pb if both da,b and db,a are less than 0.1 ·max{w,h}
pixels (recall that w and h are the width and height of the input
image). After that, an edge is inserted to connect Pa and Pb via the
coaxial relation.

In summary, we somehow simplify the part coupling mechanis-
m and establish a kinematic linkage between Pa and Pb only when
Pa ∼ Pb or Pa ≃ Pb. Besides, the orientation relation between two
adjacent parts in G is limited to be either parallel or orthogonal.

While this simplification may not be valid for sophisticated mech-
anism devices, it works well in practice for many commonly seen
mechanism models and significantly improves the robustness of our
system.

Part types Spatial relation

spur gear + spur gear parallel/orthogonal
spur gear + rack parallel
worm gear + worm orthogonal
helical gear + helical gear orthogonal
bevel gear + bevel gear orthogonal
cam + slider parallel

Table 2: Valid combinations of types and spatial relations for the

meshing relation between two parts.

Occlusion amendment While we expect that most mechanical
parts are visible from the input, occlusion is inevitable, which pre-
vents G from being fully connected. We propose a simple and ef-
fective approach to repair the information lost induced by the oc-
clusion and establish necessary linkages connecting all the detected
mechanical parts.

First of all, we assume that the occluded part is not at the start
or the end of the entire kinematic chain. In other words, the part
occlusion does impede the connectivity of the interaction graph.
Suppose that G1(V1,E1) and G2(V2,E2) are two connected non-
overlapping sub-graph of G such that V1,V2 ⊂ V, E1,E2 ⊂ E, and
V1 ∩V2 = E1 ∩E2 = ∅. Pa ∈ G1, Pb ∈ G2 are two parts in G1 and
G2 respectively, and we try to “derive” another part Pc so that the
linkage Pa–Pc–Pb connects G1 and G2

†. In our system, we can have
either Pa ‖ Pb or Pa ⊥ Pb, and without losing generality, we assume
that Pa ‖ Pb, which implicitly requires that Pa ‖ Pc and Pb ‖ Pc.
We then check the valid type-relation combinations in Tab. 2 and
enumerate all the possible types of Pc. For instance, if both Pa and
Pb are spur gears, Pc can be either another spur gear or a rack.
We do the similar analysis if Pa ⊥ Pb. Our system favors picking
Pa ∈ G1 and Pb ∈ G2 that are close to each other in the input image.
The occlusion amendment provides a instrumentality to ensure the
connectivity of G. It is possible that the original input image does
not miss any parts, but due to bad initial poses, meshing and coaxial
edges are not able to fully connect all the parts. In this case, we can
still add derived parts to the system as needed making our system
robust under ill inputs. Pc is induced to G because it is not visible
from the input image, we penalize the configuration of Pc if it leads
to a large visible region when projected under π. This penalty term
is added to the global optimization formulation as to be detailed
next.

Remark. If a single part Pc1 is not able to re-establish the connec-
tivity between Pa and Pb, we will examine all the possible candi-
dates Pc2 to enable either Pa −Pc1 −Pc2 −Pb or Pa −Pc2 −Pc1 −Pb

link that satisfies the spatial/type constraints listed in Tab. 2.

Global optimization With occlusion amendment, the interaction

† Clearly, one can always add more parts to connect G1 and G2. Our phi-
losophy of occlusion amendment is to add as few parts as possible.
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Figure 10: Our system first clusters vertices via the meshing relation. The remaining isolated vertices are connected via the coaxial relation.

If the resulting graph is still not a connected one. We use the occlusion amendment to connect the kinematic chain by derived parts that are

invisible from the input image. Doing so could lead to several possible connectivity relations among the parts and this ambiguity is resolved

by performing the global optimization. The candidate with the smallest energy will be chosen as our final output.

graph G is now connected, and we further adjust the poses of part
models to ensure that the geometry constraints indicated by E are
faithfully satisfied while making their 2D projections and the cor-
responding segments aligned as much as possible. Because parts
are now mutually coupled in G, this optimization is carried over all
the part models simultaneously including the derived parts for the
occlusion amendment. Therefore, we refer to this second round op-
timization as the global optimization. In the global optimization,
we use an alternating strategy by seeking for the optimal rota-
tion/scaling and optimal translation/scaling of all the parts alter-
natively.

The optimization function for rotation/scaling step is ∑E, where
E is defined as in Eq. (3) for each part, except that t is no longer
an optimization parameter. In addition, we require that the spatial
relation between a pair of adjacent parts is strictly enforced such
that if Pa ‖Pb, then n(Pa) ·n(Pb) = 1 etc. Such nonlinear constraints
are handled using the trust region method based on interior point
nonlinear programming [LWC∗11].

Hard constraint Soft constraint
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Figure 11: Strictly enforcing posi-

tion constraint yields noticeable ar-

tifact because of bad initial values.

The optimization for
the translation/scaling step
is however, handled in a
quite different way. This is
again, because the initial
position of each part is less
accurate. Exactly enforcing
part positions as we have
done in the rotation/scaling
step yields faulty results
due to the poor initial value.
(Fig. 11). Therefore, we use
a soft (penalty-based) constraint to encode the required position
constraint for adjacent parts. Specifically, the translation/scaling
constraint is formulated as:

Etranslation = ∑E +Ecenter +Eocclusion. (5)

Similar to the rotation/scaling step, ∑E is the summation of Eq. (3)

over all the parts with O fixed. Ecenter is the penalty energy to push
the part center to its ideal configuration c′(Pa,Pb) given its adjacent
part Pb’s type and the spatial relation between Pa and Pb:

Ecenter = λcenter ∑
<Pa,Pb>∈E

∥∥c(Pa)− c
′(Pa,Pb)

∥∥2
. (6)

The detailed formulation of c′(Pa,Pb) can be found in Tab. 3. The
third term Eocclusion in Eq. (5) is the penalty term on the visible
areas of derived parts. As discussed before, a derived part is sup-
posed to be invisible from the input image. Therefore, we wan-
t projections of all the derived parts to be as small as possible,
and this penalty term can be intuitively formulated as Eocclusion =
λocclusion ∑ |A(π(Pi))| for all the derived part Pi. Two weight coef-
ficients λcenter and λocclusion are set as 5.0 and 0.5 respectively in
our implementation. The translation/scaling step is handled using
the L-BFGS algorithm. Fig. 12 visualizes the evolution of parts’
poses under the global optimization. We can see that, while the in-
put poses from the local optimization are not physically valid, after
one rotation/scaling step and one translation/scaling step, the global
optimization quickly fixes ill-posed parts and the resulting projec-
tion is also very similar to the input image.

Rotation/ScalingInitial poses Translation/Scaling

Figure 12: Visualizing the alternating global optimization proce-

dure. Even the initial poses from local optimization are not partic-

ularly satisfying, a single alternating interaction is able to greatly

improve the part layout.

As shown in Fig. 10, in practice there may exist multiple con-
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figurations of the interaction graph due to different derived parts
used. Our system chooses the one with the smallest residual error
after the global optimization and constructs the mechanism mod-
el that best fits the input image. For applications such as VR/AR,
we extract the background from the original input and overlay it
with the rendered result, which enables an animated mechanical
and kinematic annotation of the input image. Note that since CNNs
provide a good prediction of part parameters (see Tab. 1), optimiz-
ing the position/orientation/scale of each part is enough to yield a
physically plausible animation, where angular velocities of gears
are constrained according to their radius ratios. For physical fabri-
cation, the part parameters can be further refined with the strategy
in [LSZ∗18].
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Figure 13: Converge curves of RPN and Fast R-CNN training (for

part detection).

7. More Results

Our system was implemented on a desktop PC equipped with an
intel i7-4770 CPU@3.4 GHz and 16 GB onboard memory.
The computer also houses an nVidia 1080 TiGPU with 11 GB
GDDR5 memory. All the deep neural networks used in our system
including Faster R-CNN, FCNs and ResNet were constructed and
trained with caffe framework [JSD∗14].
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Figure 14: The converge curve of

ResNet training (for camera view-

point and mechanical attributes pre-

diction).

Most training details have
already explained and dis-
cussed in corresponding sec-
tions (i.e. Sec. 4 and Sec. 5).
The converge curves for RP-
N and Fast R-CNN (for the
part detection) are plotted
in Fig. 13. Recall that we
used the two-stage training.
In the first stage, which con-
sists of 80K iterations for
RPN training and 100K iter-
ations for Fast R-CNN train-
ing, we used a more aggres-
sive learning rate of 0.001.
In the second stage, which
consists of 80K iterations for RPN training and 100K iterations for
Fast R-CNN training, a more conservative learning rate of 0.0005
was used. The converge curves for both stages are reported in the
figure. In the camera viewpoint and mechanical attributes estima-
tion network, we use the same loss function as in [SQLG15]. In the

training process, we set the loss weight as 5.0 for tooth number pre-
diction and 1.0 for other outputs. The training curves of the ResNet
used for the camera viewpoint and mechanical attributes prediction
are reported in Fig. 14.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of each energy term in the lo-
cal/global optimization, we compare the modeling results includ-
ing/excluding the term in the local/global optimization. As shown
in Fig. 16, we can see that the optimization with all terms consid-
ered achieves the best modeling result.

In addition to the examples reported in Figs. 1 and 2, we have
tested our system extensively with input images of various mecha-
nisms, and typical results can be founded in Fig. 15. In the figure,
the leftmost and the rightmost columns are the inputs and outputs
of the system. The step-by-step snapshots of part detection, seg-
mentation, local and global optimization are reported in the mid-
dle columns. In practice, as all the deep neural networks are pre-
trained, the most time consuming steps along our pipeline are the
local and global optimization. Tab. 4 reports the detailed time s-
tatistics for all the examples shown in the paper.

In total, we have tested our system with 65 input images of var-
ious mechanisms. In these tests, 7 failed at the detection and seg-
mentation stage (1 due to the large occlusion; 1 due to the similar
appearance as the background; 1 due to the unseen viewpoint in
training data; and 4 due to the unseen shape/appearance in the train-
ing data), and 8 failed in the camera viewpoint estimation. Typical
failure cases are illustrated in Figs. 18.

To evaluate the robustness of our system, we captured 15 images
of the same mechanism from different viewpoints (see Fig. 17).
Among these images, 4 failed in detection stage due to large oc-
clusion (e.g. Fig. 18(a)) and 1 failed in the segmentation stage. We
obtain consistent modeling results for 9 images, but also get one
different modeling result (see the rightmost column in the Fig. 17).
It is because one spur gear is missing in the detection stage but the
interaction graph is occasionally to be a valid one.

Example # part # G Local Global

Fig. 1 top left 7 4 1.2 min 12.3 min

Fig. 1 top right 2 1 0.3 min 0.5 min

Fig. 1 bottom left 5 4 1.0 min 8.3 min

Fig. 1 bottom right 2 1 1.1 min 1.2 min

Fig. 2 7 4 1.1 min 12.9 min

Fig. 15 top 3 1 0.79 min 6.8 min

Fig. 15 mid 3 1 0.98 min 2.9 min

Fig. 15 bottom 3 1 1.1 min 2.9 min

Table 4: Time statistics for all the examples shown in the paper.

# part is the number of the parts in the example including derived

parts. # G is the number of possible interaction graphs we could

have using different derived parts. Local and Global are computa-

tion times used for local optimization and global optimization for

one interaction graph candidate respectively.

8. Conclusion and Limitation

In this paper, we present an automatic system that reconstruct-
s both 3D geometry and functionality of a mechanism from a s-
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Spatial relation Type Target center position

Pa ≃ Pb any c′ = cb +nb ⊗nbca,b

Pa ∼ Pb, Pa ‖ Pb spur gear + spur gear / spur gear + rack c′ = cb +(ra + rb) ·n/‖n‖, n = (I−nb ⊗nb)ca,b

Pa ∼ Pb, Pa ‖ Pb cam + slider c′ = (ta + tb)/2d ·nb, d = ca,b ·nb

Pa ∼ Pb, Pa ⊥ Pb bevel gear + bevel gear c′ = cb − rb ·na + ra ·nb

Pa ∼ Pb, Pa ⊥ Pb worm gear + worm / helical gear + helical gear c′ = cb +(ra + rb) · (nb ×na)

Table 3: The target part center c′(Pa,Pb) according the type-relation combination of Pa and Pb. Here, we have na = n(Pa), nb = n(Pb),
ca = c(Pa), cb = c(Pb), and ca,b = ca − cb. ra, rb and ta, tb are the radius and thickness of Pa and Pb respectively.

.

Figure 15: More mechanism modeling results of our system. The leftmost column is the input images, and the rightmost column is the system

output. Intermediate results of detection (with regional proposals), segmentation and optimization are reported in middle columns.

ingle RGB image. Unlike existing mechanism modeling system-
s [MYY∗10,XLX∗16,LSZ∗18], our system does not need any user
interference along the processing. This is achieved by leveraging
various deep CNN architectures to provide high-quality part detec-
tion, part segmentation, camera pose estimation, and mechanical
attributes retrieval automatically. We utilize the fact that a mecha-
nism image only contains standard CAD models. Based on it, we

generate dedicated training data sets for CNNs used in our pipeline.
Besides novel applications of CNN, our system also includes robust
geometry processing algorithms that extract the interdependencies
of detected mechanical parts with an interaction graph. We use a
local/global optimization strategy to enforce the correct connectiv-
ity between adjacent parts and make the resulting 3D mechanism
well match the input image.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Figure 16: (a) shows the initial poses of the mechanical parts; (b) to (f) show the modeling results without ∑<vi,ṽi>∈C ‖π(vi)− ṽi‖
2
,

‖c(Iseg)− c(Ipro)‖
2
,
(
|A(Iseg)|−|A(Iseg∩Ipro)|

|A(Iseg)|

)2
, Ecenter or Eocclusion in the local/global optimization; (g) shows the modeling result with all

energy terms considered.

Figure 17: Modeling results of the same mechanism from images

captured from different viewpoints. From top to bottom are the input

images, results of detection/segmentation, and modeling results.

However, there are also some limitations in the current version
of our system, which leave us many exciting future works to fol-
low up. Firstly, the scalability is a major limitation of our curren-
t algorithm. When a mechanism system becomes more complex,
the visible area of each mechanical part on the input image will
be smaller, and the CNN based detection algorithm becomes more
error-prone. Increased complexity could also lead to more missing
parts. As our algorithm enumerates all the possible types of miss-
ing parts when an occlusion is detected (i.e. the interaction graph
becomes disconnected) and performs the local-global optimization
for each graph candidate, more missing parts will significantly s-
low our pipeline. Secondly, our system simplifies the spatial re-
lation between two adjacent parts to be either parallel/coaxial or
orthogonal, which works well for many standard mechanism tool-
s. However, it is also not uncommon to see mechanical parts that
are obliquely connected. Being able to incorporate such oblique-
ness will enhance the applicability of our system. Thirdly, while it
is convenient to model the mechanism with a single image, we will
investigate the possibility of incrementally refining the result when
more images from different perspectives are fed to the system. The
automatization of our system is originated from the application of
CNNs. If a CNN fails at a certain stage, all the sequential opera-

tions are also likely to fail. Three typical failure cases of CNNs are
shown in Fig. 18. In Fig. 18(a), two parts are not detected due to
heavy occlusion; in Fig. 18(b), semantic segmentation fails as C-
NNs cannot distinguish the appearance of the rack and the base; in
Fig. 18(c), the viewpoint estimation of the bevel gear is incorrect.
Finally, it is of great interest to us to extend our system to model
other assembled man-made artifacts like furniture [SLR∗16], me-
chanical toys [ZXS∗12], or even robots [TCG∗14].

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 18: Three typical failure cases of CNNs.
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